Roadmap for Oracle Cloud
A path to a modern, connected, and
collaborative solution using Oracle Cloud.

XPRESS Start Features
>

Executive partnership with Alithya to
launch Oracle Cloud voyage

>

Grasp key finance, accounting, and
operational processes

>

Gather key needs, determine what works
well, and where improvement is needed

>

Educate your team on Oracle Cloud

>

Educate on leading best practices
including how Alithya’s clients optimize
Oracle Cloud

>

Plan for action with a roadmap to help your
organization move to Oracle Cloud

>

Provide feedback and recommendations
throughout

>

Incorporate findings into an actionable
Executive Playback

An Oracle Cloud subscription provides transformative
features, but many organizations have a tough time
deciding where to start this journey while setting the
right internal expectations. Alithya’s XPRESS Start
Roadmap shapes your organization’s journey to Oracle
Cloud.
Alithya works with business stakeholders to
understand the current environment and plan a solid
foundation to get using Oracle Cloud fast – while
preparing to realize increasing value over the life of the
Oracle Cloud subscription.
Start with an assessment of your needs and create a
blueprint to move to Oracle Cloud. Alithya XPRESS
Start Roadmap for Oracle Cloud blends education,

Oracle Cloud Features
>

Most completely integrated, connected
platform

>

"Customer first" approach ensures
customers achieve business outcomes
using the leading business cloud

>

Modern UX that aims to increase
engagement, collaboration, and
performance

>

Fastest innovation integrating modern
technologies like artificial intelligence,
conversational bots, blockchain, and IOT

>

Best-in-class cloud infrastructure
designed to run the highest volume and
highest performance applications for
customers of any size

current state assessment, and future state vision into a
strategy for moving to Oracle Cloud.

Alithya is the premier Oracle
Cloud Partner helping
organizations streamline their
operations — creating leading,
efficient teams.

Alithya XPRESS Start Roadmap for Oracle Cloud
Timeline

3 weeks

Fixed Fee

Conduct 10 sessions to educate on the Oracle Cloud (EPM or ERP), understand current finance
business processes, and collaboratively create a plan to move to the Oracle Cloud.

Flexibility

Assessments and Roadmaps can vary significantly based on your business complexity,
stakeholder involvement, and expected output; tailor scope, cost, and timeline to your
specific needs.

A Cloud strategy for your organization.
Alithya XPRESS Start Roadmap for Cloud helps determine the right strategy for business applications, starting
with an evaluation to identify which of four paths works best for your cloud journey.

1

2

3

4

Experience the Cloud - Enhance your
on-premises or ERP Cloud with EPM Cloud.

Shift to the Cloud - Migrate key functionality
to the Oracle Cloud to take advantage of the full
enterprise suite.

Test Drive - Deploy a new Cloud capability to
solve a speciﬁc business need and improve your
on-premises EPM.

Transform Finance, HR, & Ops - Re-envision
your ﬁnance model with Oracle Cloud to deliver
the right information to the right business leaders
at the right time.

Define your business outcomes.
>

Alithya’s six step assessment approach makes it easy for our clients to assess current state, envision
future state, and plan for action.

1 Observing
1 current state

4

4 Destinations for future

2 Themes2for business outcomes

5

5 Work needed to achieve success

3 Essential
3 needs and wants

6

6 Roadmap to the cloud

>

Alithya’s Capability Map helps focus the discussion on opportunities and pain points.

>

Alithya assessments include a collaborative process with leading experts in each discussion domain,
enhanced with structured meeting agendas and recaps.

>

Alithya ensures the client’s needs are captured and provides education and recommendations throughout
the assessment process.
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